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Abstract:
Core yarns are known as multi-component yarns in which one component, the core material, stays nearly at the
center of the yarn while the others cover it. Core-spinning is a process by which fibres are twisted around an existing
yarn, either filament or staple spun yarn, to produce a sheath core structure in which the already formed yarn is the
core. ... Generally continuous filament yarn is used as core and the staple fibres used as sheath covering. Core spun,
or “poly core”, yarn is created by twisting staple fibers around a central filament core, usually made of polyester for
extra strength. It is 40% to 50% stronger than normally spun yarn of the same weight, and reduces the number of
broken stitches when sewing seams and hems on denim. In this work a simple positive driven gear attachment is
fabricated to provide drive to feed the core yarn to the existing drafting unit and also the effective guiding roller is
also incorporated in the front drafting zone of the spinning machine to ensure the position of core yarn at the center
of yarn during twisting. For producing the core yarn lycra with 7 denier is used. The core yarn of two verities has
been produced (cotton sheath - lycra core, and Viscose staple staple fibre sheath – lycra core). The properties of
yarn is analyzed with respect to tenacity and elongation
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1. Introduction
Core-spun yarns are two-component structure with Core and sheath. Generally continuous filament yarn is used as
core and the staple fibres used as sheath covering. The core-spun yarn used to enhance functional properties of the
fabrics such as strength, durability and stretch comfort. The production of Core-spun yarns done successfully by
many spinning systems. Each system has its own features .The conventional ring spinning is simple and economy
but the core positioning in the center is difficult and major strip back problem may arise during subsequent process
and the core filaments get twisted. Ring spinning has been favored compared to other spinning systems; however
friction spinning has also been described as quiet good apart from the major disadvantage of false-twisted core
material and low core-sheath slippage resistance. The main aim of using core spun yarn is to take advantage of the
different properties of its both components. The filament increases yarn strength and also permits the use of lower
twist level, while the sheath provides the staple fibre yarn appearance and surface physical properties. Core spun
yarn spinning is preferred to other yarn blending types because the technique has proved effective in integrating core
filament properties with sheath filament properties. Applications have further been realized in manufacturing of
industrial and household threads, lightweight apparel fabrics, industrial clothing, tents, underwear and outwear
Lycra presents very good stretch elasticity that reaches about 600% with its remarkable elastic recovery reaching
90%, although with a poor tenacity that cannot exceed 0.9 cN/tex Filament draft, pre tensioning, twist multiplier as
well as the spindle speed are considered important parameters during lycra-cotton core spinning Researchers have
further revealed that, filament draft is an important factor especially the tension draft/pre-tensioning as it ensures
proper core alignment as well as uniformity in yarn strength. The twist multiplier is also imperative as it contributes
to the core spun yarn strength and proper arrangement of the sheath around the core. The amount of twist inserted is
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responsible for holding the fibres at intact to the yarn axis. In addition to influencing the production rate, the spindle
speed also affects the stability of core yarn alignment; slower speeds show poor alignment.
2. Experimental set up
The following table gives the experimental set up to produce the core yarn
Table 2.1 Details of raw material used
Sample 1
Sample 2
Sample 2
Sample 4
Cotton details

Viscose rayon fibre details
Lycra
details

core

filament

Cotton sheath\ Lycra core
Viscose rayon staple fibre sheath/Lycra core
100% cotton yarn
100% Viscose rayon staple fibre yarn
MCU 5
Effective length: 27mm
Uniformity ratio: 47.3
Fineness value: 4.1 Micrograms/Inch
Trash %: 5.1
Tenacity in grams/tex: 18.5
Cut length: 30mm
Denier: 1.2
Single filament
Denier: 7
Density 1.30 gm/cc
Tenacity:0.gm/denier
Elongation at break: 400 %
Colour: white

The Technical details of the machine parameters and settings used to produce the core yarn is given in the table 2.2
Type of drafting system
Main draft
Break draft
Hank of roving
TPI
Count of yarn
Lycra by weight in the yarn
Spacer used
Traveller used
Spindle speed
Feed ratio
Lycra draft

3/3 spring loaded drafting
25.1
1.32
1.0
25.2
40’sNe
7%
4
6/0 elliptical
8,500 rpm
1:0.75
0.72

Positive driven creel arrangement for feeding the Lycra core material is fabricated by using suitable design ( figure
1). The drive for the creel is taken from the from bottom roller of the ring frame drafting unit using gear and chain
drive arrangement. The gear ratio is arranged in such a way that the core yarn to delivery roller feed ratio is
maintained as 1:0.75 and the lycra draft is maintained as 0.72 to maintain the optimum stretch of lycra core during
spinning. By maintain the uniform feed ratio the core yarn produced is having good uniformity wiyh minimum
stretch of core material.
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Figure 1 Overall arrangement of core yarn spinning

3. Experimental results
The yarn produced were tested for it strength and elongation and the results are displayed in table

Table 2.3 Test results
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Sample details

Peak load (KG)
0.1674
0.1694

Tensile Strength
KG/SQ.CM
113022
121624

Elongation at break
%
4.69
6.10

100% Cotton yarn
Cotton –Lycra core
yarn
100% viscose rayon
yarn
Viscose rayon-lycra
core yarn

0.1664

205366

11.92

0.1694

215269

19.55
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Figure 2 Tensile strength of yarn

Figure 3 Elongation at break of yarn
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4. Conclusion:
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The core yarn exhibits higher strength than that of the ordinary yarn. In case of 100% cotton yarn compared with
cotton lycra yarn the later has got % increase in tensile strength. In case of the viscose rayon and viscose rayon core
spun yarn the later has got 4.6% increase in strength. The core yarn also exhibits more elongation property when
compared to the ordinary yarn. So it can be concluded that the use of lycra material in core will increase the tensile
strength and elongation of the yarn.
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